
Webquest about Wrocław 

a) Selection. 

 Split into 6 groups. Each group is to choose and research one of the 6 points of interest in and 

around Wrocław. Make sure that groups do not research the same item! 

1. Ostrów Tumski - a cathedral island with gothic and romanesque churches; 

2. Africarium - one of a kind zoo featuring a tunnel exposition showing underground marine life 

and various rare African species; 

3. Panorama Racławicka - a panoramic painting featuring one of Poland's most famous battles; 

4. Hala Ludowa (Centennial Hall) - a magnificent exhibition hall and its surroundings; 

5. Arboretum in Wojsławice - one of the largest Rhododendron gardens in the world; 

6. Zamek Książ - a beautiful castle in the mountains near Wrocław. 

b) Preparation. 

 Within the classroom, have a look at some of the points of interest in Wrocław in detail and 

prepare to talk about that place to all other students. You can use phones, tablets and computers. 

You should save some photos, and note what you found interesting about those places and what 

you did not like. 

You can read about those places in detail using the links provided below and using simple google 

search.  

Please consider using the expressions provided in the box below. Square brackets indicate that you 

should insert a word of your own there - a proper name, an object or a quality. 

boast - to have an unusual, exceptional characteristic  

to be dazzling - to be outstanding, overwhelmingly great 

to stand out  - to be exceptional 

What truly stands out about [this place] is [something]. 
What I find interesting/enjoy/dislike about [this place] is [something]. 
It is amazing that you can find [something] in [this place] 
In my opinion, [this place] is interesting because... 
Not only does [this place] have [something], it also boasts [something unusual]. 
[This place] boasts [something exceptional]. 
[This place] is just dazzling!     
I find [this place] fascinating because... 
I believe [this place] is worth visiting because...            

 

1. Ostrów Tumski Island 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostr%C3%B3w_Tumski,_Wroc%C5%82aw 

https://visitwroclaw.eu/miejsce/ostrow-tumski 

https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/AttractionsNear-g274812-d523794-

Ostrow_Tumski_Cathedral_Island-Wroclaw_Lower_Silesia_Province_Southern_Poland.html 

2. Africarium 

https://visitwroclaw.eu/en/place/afrykarium 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostr%C3%B3w_Tumski,_Wroc%C5%82aw
https://visitwroclaw.eu/miejsce/ostrow-tumski
https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/AttractionsNear-g274812-d523794-Ostrow_Tumski_Cathedral_Island-Wroclaw_Lower_Silesia_Province_Southern_Poland.html
https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/AttractionsNear-g274812-d523794-Ostrow_Tumski_Cathedral_Island-Wroclaw_Lower_Silesia_Province_Southern_Poland.html
https://visitwroclaw.eu/en/place/afrykarium


http://www.zoo.wroclaw.pl/en/africarium.html 

http://www.zoo.wroclaw.pl/en/residents.html 

3. Racławice Panorama 

https://visitwroclaw.eu/en/place/panorama-raclawicka-wroclaw 

https://mnwr.pl/en/category/branches/panorama-of-the-battle-of-raclawice/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rac%C5%82awice_Panorama 

4. Centennial Hall 

http://halastulecia.pl/en/sightseeing/ 

https://visitwroclaw.eu/en/place/centennial-hall 

https://visitwroclaw.eu/en/place/wroclaw-multimedia-fountain 

5. Arboretum in Wojsławice 

http://arboretumwojslawice.pl/gallery/rosliny/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wojs%C5%82awice_Arboretum 

https://www.google.com/search?q=arboretum+wojs%C5%82awice&client=firefox-

b&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwizgunjn4HgAhXLFywKHX5UDWEQ_AUIDygC

&biw=1760&bih=865 

6. Książ Castle 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ksi%C4%85%C5%BC 

https://www.ksiaz.walbrzych.pl/en/turystyka/zwiedzanie# 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g274811-d1818099-Reviews-

Zamek_Ksiaz_w_Walbrzychu-Walbrzych_Lower_Silesia_Province_Southern_Poland.html 

 

c)  Meet up with a group sitting next to you and tell them about your findings. Do the following:  

- share the photos; 

- discuss the things you found interesting about those places and the things you did not like; 

- think about similar places in your city/country; 

- think about some of the places you would recommend for sightseeing in your city. 

d) If you have time, group by group, briefly discuss your findings in front of the classroom. 
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